“Time for working” together and rebuilding our fraternity”

Bozrah Moose Lodge 950 & W.O.T.M. 124
115 Fitchville Rd
Bozrah, Ct.06334

950 News

William C. Duerrler
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Message from the Governor:
Over the past 4 months we have
made a lot of progress moving in the
direction of success. However, in
the Social Quarters there are still
some issues to be addressed. Still
working on some decorum issues.
For those that have helped with the
reverse process toward green I thank
you. We need to be mindful of the fact that this is
not a bar but a social Quarters for a fraternity.
Looking ahead we have some good things we are
working on. This Friday evening, we have Red
Light band coming. They will be playing from 8pm
till midnight. There will be hot dogs, hamburgers
and clam fritters for food, at a low price. Bar will be
open. (NOTE: absolutely no glass will be
permitted outside at any time. Everything has to
be plastic or can.) $5.00 cover charge for nonMoose Members. Moose members, if you show
your card, admission is free. Due to the possible
number of people that may be present we are posting
signs on all doors leading into the social quarters
which will read Members Only. There will be an
officer of the day inside the building if there are any
questions. We are not expecting any issues but are
having assistance from New London Motorcycle
Club which is a 501-C3 organization to handle
parking and security. All attendees will be stamped
at the gate for entry. Let’s all have a good time.

We are also having Keno put into the social quarters
along with regular state lottery Within the next two
weeks a State Lottery representative will be down
for a meeting and to file the paperwork necessary for
them to start installation process. We are working
out the logistics for the operation.
You should begin to see soon some progress on the
memorial wall and flag pole project construction.
We are obtaining and installing electrical plug bars
under the ledge of the bar for members to charge
their electronic devices.
On a negative note: It had to be voted and accepted
that no pets are allowed in the social quarters and
hall during operational hours. This is the result of
three incidents which occurred within the last two
weeks. For now, only service animals will be
allowed in the quarters.
On behalf of our board and I, we want to wish all a
relaxing, drama free environment for our members
in our lodge. Best wishes….
William C. Duerrler Governor

Date to Note:
On Thursday October 20th we will be visited by
Supreme Governor Franz “Fritz” Griswold. We will
plan a dinner in his honor and will be presenting
Tommy Moose plush toys to Fire, Police Depts. from
around the area. Within the coming week I will be
sending invite letters to Norwich Police, State Police
Troop E and K, Yantic Fire Dept., Bozrah Fire Dept.,
East Great Plains Fire Dept., Norwich Fire Dept., and
the Norwich Bulletin … Bill

